SAINT JOAN	181
joan. But you will not talk sense to me. I am reasonable if you
will be reasonable.
the inquisitor [interposing]. This is not yet in order. You
forget, Master Promoter, that the proceedings have not been
formally opened. The time for questions is after she has
sworn on the Gospels to tell us the whole truth.
joan. You say this to me every time. I have said again and
again that I will tell you all that concerns this trial. But I
cannot tell you the whole truth: God does not allow the whole
truth to be told. You do not understand it when I tell it. It
is an old saying that he who tells too much truth is sure to be
hanged. I am weary of this argument: we have been over it
nine times already. I have sworn as much as I will swear; and
I will swear no more.
courcelles. My lord: she should be put to the torture.
the inquisitor. You hear, Joan? That is what happens to the
obdurate. Think before you answer. Has she been shewn the
instruments?
the executioner. They are ready, my lord. She has seen them.
joan. If you tear me limb from limb until you separate my soul
from my body you will get nothing out of me beyond what I
have told you. What more is there to tell that you could under-
stand? Besides, I cannot bear to be hurt; and if you hurt me
I will say anything you like to stop the pain. But I will take it
all back afterwards; so what is the use of it?
ladvenu. There is much in that. We should proceed merci-
fully.
courcelles. But the torture is customary.
the inquisitor. It must not be applied wantonly. If the accused
will confess voluntarily, then its use cannot be justified.
courcelles. But this is unusual and irregular. She refuses to
take the oath.
ladvenu [disgusted]. Do you want to torture the girl for the mere
pleasure of it?
courcelles [bewildered]. But it is not a pleasure. It is the law*
It is customary. It is always done.

